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About This Game

Upside Down will immerse you in an incredible adventure. Sharpen your reflexes for this fast-paced, precise puzzle-platformer.
As a scarecrow armed only with your sharp wit, you will have to face deadly traps and dangerous wildlife to reach your goal.

Each level is distinctive and exotic.
Figure out genuine puzzles and take the right path toward your salvation.

Features:

- Unique levels
- Challenging puzzles

- Interesting obstacles and game mechanics
- Beautiful graphics and animations
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Multiplayer doesn't work don't buy it if you want to play online.. Fun driving game reminiscent of Flatout, with nice off-road
environments. What's not to like.

Performance is much better than that of Carmageddon: Reincarnation, too. Lol.. It's free - but frankly not that great-looking.. I
am so happy I found this! I had been playing an ancient CD-Rom of Yahtzee for years and was sad that it wouldn't install when I
updated my operating system to 64 bit Windows 10. I figured I would never find a substitute. Much to my surprise, this new
version is so much better. I am pretty impressed by how customizable this game is. You can change practically every aspect of
the game. Usually you don't get much with a game at this price point. It took me a while to adjust all of the game's settings to
my liking. At first, I didn't realize that the settings panel had 3 pages. Once I figured that out, it was perfect. It plays just like the
good ol' fashioned boxed game I used to play with my aunt as a kid. The only complaint I have so far is that sometimes it
glitches and throws the dice on top of each other, or one will land on its edge and not lay down. But this is easily overcome by
hitting the reroll button. I highly recommend this for anyone who just wants an easy casual game to kill a little time every once
in a while. I love it!. Alpha Smalpha!!! The game should at least be playable even in alpha. The game and the price are a joke
this game maybe would be worth 4.99. Dont waste your money or your time. STEAM how about a little quality control on these
games. REFUND. Very fun game, it will be more fun if you play with your friends.

Pros:
+ Nice physics, nice cars, nice weather and nice environment. When in a rainstorm, your car could be be struck by lightning.
+ Upgradeable cars
+ Continuous map, no limit, don't know exactly, but you can't find the border of the map. If you continuously go ahead, then
you will seamlessly go back to same place. At first it makes me headache, but then I think this is very interesting.

Cons:
- Maps area is too small
- Less varied missions
. It's a fun game to play on a couch with friends (and beer).
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ah yes, a throwback to the good old days of adventure gaming when you had to constantly take
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in order to not die of NOT BEING CLEAN, yes. and where it's impossible to walk
past people so if they randomly happen to walk in front of the doors you will be killed by a monster since you can't leave. good
game design.

the monster transforming effects are cool though. 2 things out of 10. I bought this game because I had it on iOS. I have not seen
any explanation for negative reviews, so I will put in my own input:

PROS:

Controller Support
Local Multiplayer
Unique Fighting Style

Cons:

Black Border around Map
Ambiguous Quit Option

Overall, just like the iOS one, I think this is a great game. It is witty, fast paced, and allows for up to 4 players for an all out
brawl. Unfortunately, it is distracting how levels are surrounded by a large black border, but I am testing this on a 3:2 ratio
screen so it may vary on a 16:9 screen, in whcih case I will update the review if it turns out to be different. I do think that
automatic scaling of levels would be in order though, and level editors would be nice too.

As there are very few games with local coop, and even fewer with controller support, this stands out as a great option for those
Steam-Machine Users, but it also supports 4 players on a single keyboard, albeit it is a little strange.

This gives you a Smash Bros feel but in a rather different manner, You may find that the pigeon is useful for beginners with its
homing ability, whereas other weapons like the knife are a very potent and accurate weapon. I am writing this reveiw based off
of past experience with the game, and it does run at native 2160x1440 resolution at max graphics at 48-60fps on an i3-4010Y,
which is very impressive optimization. Of course, the graphics are simple but clean.

I highly recommend this game, but if you have hesitations about this game due to other reviews that are not written, check out
the iOS reviews and other game website reviews for this. I grabbed this at a 75% off sale making it a great value, the value at
full price is gonna be more dependent on whether you have freinds to play with, as this is a solely multiplayer game.. Pure
garbage, even cards are junk for just 0.02 cents.. The hesit is fun. The gun is a fun 3\/4 assault rifle and 1\/4 smg to me. The
masks are meh since they come pre-customized. The hiest is ok. It reminds me a little like Hox breakout day 2 with the
collecting and waiting then collecting this turning on that. The 2nd day is complete choas and i love it. It has tight CQB and fun.
The $7 is too much but buy on sale.. So I grew up with the NES port. This is a VSCUMM port and it doesn't seem to have the
indiviual character soundtracks that I remember. You will need to hit F5 to save, quit, load, or adjust the game options.

If you normally run with a high mouse dpi, you're really going to want to turn it down to play this game. Controls feel a little
clunky to me, but I grew up playing this with an NES controller and I may not have turned my dpi down enough. I could be
misrembering some of the puzzles, but there does seem to be some slight differences in the gameplay than the NES version I
grew up with

Also, 100% verified, it is possible to have Syd put the hamster in the microwave and turn it on with this version. (I would never
condone doing such a thing in reality). I suppose I am one of the lucky? few? that was able to do this with in my NES version
back in the day, enough though the NES version censored quite a few other things....

Anyway, 8 year old me is thrilled to see this game again.. This game is very good graphics and great game play

Slash It Ultimate released!:
Check out our ultimate version of the Slash It series,
many new cool game modes and features!
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/656600/Slash_It_Ultimate/. BIG DISCOUNT -98% Just1337 Collection Winter Bundle:
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